
Lab 4 Part 2 Notes
by Christopher Rathgeb

Up until this point the labs have refreshed the knowledge of cs102, and really tested 
your ability to manipulate data in many different ways ranging from reading from files, 
reading from standard in, processing strings, array manipulation and basic structure 
based linked lists.  This lab will truly challenge your understanding of doubly linked 
lists and prepare you for what's to come after linked lists.  This lab is particularly 
challenging as it really does test your ability to manipulate pointers and use doubly 
linked lists to their full power.  The reason Dr. BVZ has extended the deadline on this 
lab is because it is truly hard. Please get an early start on this and do not be afraid to ask 
questions.  

The following is a list of important concepts that this lab tests.

● Doubly linked lists
● Unions

I will give some helpful hints and refreshers on each of these elements, then I will 
proceed to show you how they are applied to this lab.

Doubly linked lists

One of the most powerful forms of doubly linked lists is the cyclical doubly linked list 
with a sentinel node.  The advantage of making the linked list cyclical is that it allows 
you to quickly go to the end of the list simply by looking at your sentinel node's 
previous node.  The advantage of making the list cyclical is that you can traverse either 
direction forward or backwards.

A basic structure setup for a linked list may look something like this.

typedef struct _list {
char *listname;
struct _element *sent;

} list;

typedef struct _element {
int some_value;
struct _element *next;
struct _element *prev;

} element;



In a cyclical doubly linked list you initially have a sentinel node.  That points to itself.

Now lets assume we want to add a new node to the end.

To do this we need to update 4 pointers.

sent->prev->next = newnode;
newnode->prev = sent->prev;
sent->prev = newnode;
newnode->next = sent;

Read through those and make sure you understand them.  

So first we would change sent->prev->next to equal new node.  In this case the sent's 
prev node is still sent so we change sent's next node to equal newnode.

So this is what our list looks like now.



Next we need to change new node's previous to point to sent->prev which is still sent at 
this point.

Next we need to change sent->prev to equal new node.

Then finally we need to change new node->next to point to sent.

We have successfully added a new element to the linked list.

Now let's walk through it one more time because this time at the start our list is not just 
the sentinel node.



So currently we have the following list and we want to add the following to the end.

First we must set sent->prev->next equal to new node so we have the following.

Next we want to set newnode->prev equal to sent->prev.

Then we change sent->prev to equal new node.



Then finally we need to set the new node->next equal to sent.

And the append to the end is done.

If you did not fully understand this please look at it again and study it very closely as 
this is crucial to this lab.

Traversing through it is very easy as well.  

Just like when you traverse through an array you use a for loop such as this.

for(i = 0;i<n;i++)

The syntax for a linked list is as follows:

for(current=sent->next; current->some_value != -9999; current=current->next)

where current is declared as element *current;



Unions

Unions are a powerful tool that allow your structures flexibility.  It essentially allows 
you to reference 1 memory location in 2 different ways.

The best way to explain this is to compare it to a structure.

Take the following example:

union intordouble{
int a;
double b;

} iod;

or 

struct intordouble {
int a;
double b;

} siod;

in the case of the struct the memory allocation looks like this.

Mem address  value stored there
0x00000000          [ int a];
0x00000004          [double b];

There are 2 separate locations in memory for each of these elements.

In the case of the union, the memory allocation looks like this.

Mem address       value stored there
0x00000000         [int a  or  double b];

There is 1 memory location shared by both element.  Which means you can only use one 
of them at a time.

Can you see the the pros and cons of each method?  If the type of data you are going to 
be storing can be one of several types, you can be more memory efficient by using a 
union.  Say you were working on a program that parsed stocks and options each of 



which had different elements.  It would be wasteful to have structures that allocate 
memory for each different element of the stocks and options transactions.  Instead you 
can share the same memory space and just keep track of whether it is a stock or an 
option.



Hints for the lab itself.

What makes this lab so difficult is that it is a linked list of linked lists of which elements 
can be transactions of stocks or options which are specified via a union.

A picture looks like this.

    
You have a linked list of customers that starts with a sentinel node.
Each customer node will point to the sentinel node of that customer's transaction list.

As you get new customers you will append them to the end of the customer linked list. 
Then when you get new transactions for that customer you will append those 
transactions to the end of the transaction list.  Stocks and Option transactions should be 
the same type of structure using a union to share the memory space for each of these 
different types of transactions.



Use the the notes on doubly linked lists and unions to help you set everything up like 
this.

After all customers and transactions have been added and the total transaction cost have 
been completely computed.  You need to reorder the customer list by total transaction 
cost. 

To do this create a new linked list, and traverse through the customer list adding the 
highest value total transaction cost to the new linked list next.  Then delete the entry 
from the old customer linked list.  To delete you only have to modify 2 pointers in the 
linked list, and free the memory.

The 2 pointers are as follows.  Assume current is the element you are deleting.

Current->prev->next = current->next;
Current->next->prev = current->prev;

Then after you have constructed your new linked list that is ordered on total transaction 
cost all you have to do is traverse through it printing everything out in the format that 
Dr. BVZ has specified in the lab.

That's all that's to it.  

Enjoy!



Here is the structure setup that I recommend.

typedef struct _Customer {
    char *name;
    double total_transaction_cost;   // can use this for sentinel value if sent node.
    struct _Transaction *sent;  // pointer to sentinel node
    struct _Customer *next;
    struct _Customer *prev;
} Customer;

typedef struct _Transaction {
    char type;                   // 's' = stock, 'o' = option, 'z' = sentinel node (your sent value)
    char ticker_symbol[MAX_TICKER_SIZE+1];
    double cost;
    union {
        struct {
            int num_shares;
            double price_per_share;
            double dividend_amt;
        } stock_info;
        struct {
            int num_options;
            double price_per_option;
            double strike_price;
            int expiration_month;
            int expiration_year;
        } option_info;
    } type_specific;

    struct _Transaction *next;
    struct _Transaction *prev;
} Transaction;


